
TURRET PUNCH PRESS

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a turret punch press and especially to the

discharging structure of a small article work sheet after the cutting off

processing.

Background of the Invention

When cutting off a product work sheet from a material work sheet in a

continuous hole opening process by a turret punch press, a part of the outer

circumference is left uncut and connected to the material work sheet. The

connected part is cut off thereafter. By leaving a connected part likewise, in

the punch processing, the work sheet feeding by a work holder which carries out

feeding operation by gripping the edge of the material work sheet, can be

carried out.

For example, the cutting off operation of the connected part is carried out

by a subhead of which is a punch processing head exclusive for the cutting off

operation, employed at a position apart from the turret. The discharging of the

cut off product work sheet is generally carried out by a suction typed

unloader. Since the small article cannot be sucked, the work shooter to be

mentioned in the following is to be used. The work shooter is leading to the

outside of the machine from the opening near the subhead in the upper surface of



the table. The opening is closed during the processing.

Since the subhead is required to be located at a position apart from the

turret, the subhead is to be located greatly off set from the main punch head

provided in the designated position over the turret. As a result, it is

difficult to obtain processing precision, the cutting off processing of the

connected part of the product work sheet and the material work sheet cannot be

carried out neatly, thus there are cases in which the quality of the product is

influenced. Moreover, since the subhead is provided with the punch driving

mechanism, by providing a subhead, the structure of the turret punch press

becomes complicated and the cost is increased.

The object of the present invention is to provide a turret punch press

capable of solving such problems, and capable of discharging easily the small

article work sheet cut off from the material work sheet, without employing a

separate subhead from a punch driving mechanism.

Summary of the Invention

The turret punch press according to the present invention comprises an

upper turret holding a plurality of punch tools, a lower turret holding in a

plurality the die tools corresponding to the punch tools, and a punch driving

mechanism for driving the punch tool of the upper turret. In the lower turret,

the work sheet outlet for discharging the small article work sheet cut off from

the material work sheet in the punch processing is employed.
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According to this composition, since the work sheet outlet is provided in

the lower turret, even when the cutting off processing is carried out with the

punch tool of the upper turret by the punch driving mechanism, the cut off small

article work sheet is discharged from the work sheet outlet of the lower turret

in that form. Therefore, there is no need to employ a driving mechanism of the

subhead or the like exclusive for the cutting off, apart from the punch driving

mechanism. As a result, the structure of the punch press is simplified and the

cost can be reduced.

In the present invention, a shooter connected to the work sheet outlet of

the lower turret can be provided in the main body frame supporting the lower

turret. If constructed likewise, the small article work sheet cut off from the

material work sheet can be discharged easily to the outside of the machine by

being slid over the shooter.

Moreover, in the present invention, an opening and closing plate freely

opening and closing to cover the work sheet outlet can be provided in the lower

turret so that the upper surface level in the closed state is to be

approximately equal to the upper surface level of the lower turret. By

providing the opening and closing plate to cover the work sheet outlet during

the processing, the work sheet feeding or the punch processing can be carried

out without being interrupted by the work sheet outlet. The opening and

closing plate can be used just as a cover, or can be used as a shooter, to

discharge the small article work sheet being slid in self-control. Further,
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the upper surface level of the lower turret mentioned here is the upper surface

of the table when employing a table in the lower turret.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Figure 1 is a longitudinal sectional view showing the processing unit of

the turret punch press according to the embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 2 is an enlarged longitudinal sectional view showing the relevant

part of the processing unit of the same.

Figure 3 is a plan view showing a part of the lower turret in the

processing unit of the same.

Figure 4 is a view useful for explaining the discharging operation of the

small article work sheet of the punch press.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiments

One embodiment of the present invention will now be described in reference

to Figure 1 through Figure 4.

A turret punch press comprises an upper turret 3 and a lower turret 4 of

the same shaft employed rotatable in between an upper frame section la and a

lower frame section lb of a main body frame 1, and a punch driving mechanism 5.

The upper turret 3 and the lower turret 4 are selected and rotated by the

selecting driving mechanism (not shown in the drawings).

A plurality of punch storing holes 8 which hold the punch tool 6 freely



elevating and descending, are employed by being arranged on the circumference

of the upper turret 3. In the example shown in the drawing, the punch storing

holes 8 are employed in two lines inside and outside. The punch tool 6 is a

punch cutting blade 7 (refer to Figure 2) employed within the punch holder.

The lower turret 4 is a die tool 9 corresponding to the punch tool 6 of the

upper turret 3, held in a plurality via a die holder 10, and a plurality of die

holders 10 are employed by being arranged on the circumference as shown in

Figure 3. Referring to Figure 1, the punch driving mechanism 5 drives the

punch tool 6 of the upper turret 3 by elevating and descending a ram 11. The

ram 11 is connected to the drive source (not shown in the drawings) of the motor

or the hydraulic cylinder or the like. In this example, two individual rams

11a corresponding to the punch tool 6 in two rows inside and outside, are

employed. Out of these two rams 11a, only the one selected by a ram selector 21

is driven to be elevated and descended by the elevating and descending

operation of the ram 11.

The punch tool G includes a letter "T" shaped head 6a in its upper edge,

and is supported not to fall off from the upper turret 3 by the head 6a being

guided by a ring shaped guide plate (not shown in the drawings). In the place

of the guide plate, a spring mechanism (not shown in the drawings) which

supports the punch tool 6 at an elevating position, can be employed. The punch

tool 6 of which has reached the plane position (punch position) where the ram 11

is employed, is to be connected to the ram 11 by the head 6a engaging with the



letter "T" shaped groove at the lower edge of the individual ram 11a.

A work sheet outlet 12 for discharging the small article work sheet cut off

from the material work sheet in the punch processing, is employed in the inner

diameter side of the employed section of the designated die holder 10 within the

lower turret 4. A shooter 13 which is connected to the work sheet outlet 12,

is employed in the lower frame section lb of the main body frame 1 supporting

the lower turret 4. Moreover, a freely opening and closing opening and closing

plate 14 which covers the work sheet outlet 12, is employed in the lower turret

4. The height of the opening and closing plate 14 is set so that the upper

surface level in the closed state equals approximately to the upper surface

level of the lower turret 4. Specifically, the upper surface level of the

opening and closing plate 14 in the closed state is set to be approximately

equal to a table 17 employed in the upper surface of the lower turret 4 or a

table 15 employed in the upper surface of the die holder 10. The tables 15, 17

are employed at the same level as to the upper surface level of a table 16

employed in the front of the lower turret 4.

The inner edge section of the opening and closing plate 14 which is located

in the inner diameter side of the lower turret 4, is supported freely opening

and closing in the opening edge of the work sheet outlet 12 via a supporting

shaft 18. Moreover, the opening and closing plate 14 is connected to an opening

and closing drive source 19. The opening and closing drive source 19 comprises

the fluid pressured cylinder, and the intermediate part of the lower surface of



the opening and closing plate 14 is connected to a piston rod 19a via a link

20. The opening and closing plate 14 carries out opening and closing operation

by being driven to elevate and descend by the opening and closing drive source

19 comprised of the fluid pressured cylinder.

In the front of the lower turret 4, a work sheet feeding mechanism (not

shown in the drawings) for feeding to front and back, and to left and right, by

gripping the material work sheet transported onto the table 1G, is employed.

The work sheet feeding mechanism feeds to the punch position, the parts to be

O processed of the material work sheet.

sD

X The operation of the structure illustrated above will now be described,

y The upper turret 3 and the lower turret 4 are selected and rotated in

sp synchronism, and the requested punch tool 6 and the corresponding die tool 9 are

Q selected to the punch position. Moreover, the selecting of the individual ram

fjj 11a is carried out by a ram selector 21. On the other hand, the feeding of the

r? material work sheet is carried out by the work sheet feeding mechanism, and the

part to be processed of the material work sheet is to be positioned on the

selected die tool 9. Under this condition, the ram 11 of the punch driving

mechanism 5 are driven to elevate and descend and the punch processing is

carried out.

When carrying out the processing to cut off the product work sheet from the

material work sheet, a continuous punch processing is carried out by shifting

the punch position accordingly by the feeding of the material work sheet.
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Then, the punch processing is carried out to the entire outer circumference of

the product work sheet. This punch processing can be processed to leave a part

of the outer circumference of the product work sheet as a connected section and

to cut off the connected part by the punch processing later on, or can be a

punch processing continued to the entire circumference.

In the processing operation, when the product work sheet to be cut off from

the material work sheet is a small article, the die tool 9 of the lower turret

4 wherein the work sheet outlet 12 is located in the inner diameter side, and

Gj the punch tool 6 of the corresponding upper turret 3 are used, and a small

}|! article work sheet W is cut off from the material work sheet by punch

y processing as shown in Figure 4A. The work sheet outlet 12 of the lower turret

M 4 is covered by the opening and closing plate 14 during the punch processing.

O Further, the upper surface level of the opening and closing plate 14 is set to

\! equal approximately with the upper surface level of the table 15 of the upper

d
u surface of the die holder 10 and the table 17 of the inner diameter side of the

lower turret 4. Therefore, the work sheet outlet 12 does not interfere with

the feeding of the material work sheet and the transferring of the work sheet

can be carried out smoothly.

When the small article work sheet W is cut off from the material work

sheet, as shown in Figures 4B and 4C, the opening and closing drive source 19

drives to the descending side, the opening and closing plate 14 becomes into a

released state, facing perpendicularly downward, and the work sheet outlet 12
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opens. As a result, the small article work sheet W falls freely from the work

sheet outlet 12 of the lower turret 4 to the shooter 13, slides over the

shooter 13, and is discharged to the outside of the machine.

Likewise, in the turret punch press of the embodiment according to the

present invention, the work sheet outlet 12 for discharging the small article

work sheet W is employed in the lower turret 4. Therefore, without employing a

subhead separately from the punch driving mechanism 5, the small article work

sheet W can be cut off from the material work sheet only by the punch driving

mechanism 5, and can easily be discharged from the work sheet outlet 12 to

outside of the punch position.

The turret punch press according to the present invention comprises an

upper turret for supporting a plurality of punch tools, a lower turret for

supporting a plurality of die tools corresponding to the punch tool, and a

punch driving mechanism for driving the punch tool of the upper turret. Since a

work sheet outlet is employed in the lower turret to discharge the small

article work sheet cut off from the material work sheet in the punch processing,

without employing a processing head exclusive for the cutting off processing,

the small article work sheet can be cut off from the material work sheet only

by the punch driving mechanism, and easily discharged from the work sheet

outlet.

When a shooter connected to the work sheet outlet of the lower turret is

employed in the main body frame supporting the lower turret, the small article



work sheet cut off from the material work sheet can be discharged to the

outside of the machine easily by self-control.

When an opening and closing plate for covering the work sheet outlet is

employed freely opening and closing to the lower part in the lower turret, the

work sheet feeding or the punch processing can be prevented from being

interrupted by the work sheet outlet. Moreover, the opening and closing plate

can be used as a shooter and the small article work sheet can be discharged by

being slid.


